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Right Brained- all the way.
Posted by tehillimzugger - 24 Aug 2011 18:49
_____________________________________

TehillimZugger wrote on 24 Aug 2011 15:50:

you're right.

i would share positive things i'm doing if they would be noigeia to the oilam here. being that
they're not and i risk being recognized if i put in too many details [i think i did already] i won't.

 

I decided to ask the chevra's advice about the root of my problem, there's bound to
be someone that can help.

I have always been addicted to Information. Information was my best friend and I would run
after her whenever I got the chance. As a kid sports and games didn't really appeal to me, it
seemed as just a way to pass time, while being with Information made me feel like i was
gaining. I was taking Information out of books and putting her into my brain, and I felt my brain
growing as a result.

Being that Information and I were such good friends, I would never make decisions without first
consulting with My Information. When I got to Yeshiva I discovered that most of my friends were
not looking at it as an opportunity to get to know Information, rather as a hurdle that needs to be
passed. What happened was that my friends who were in yeshiva "to survive", behaved more or
less the way they were supposed expected to, while I spent the time with Information. Now the
yeshiva couldn't throw me out for spending my time with sefarim, but they didn't appreciate my
whole "affair" with Information, it detracted from their "system", and being that I always
squeezed some Information about what the yeshiva was learning too, i was okay.

hold on a second- i'm not a loner, as a matter of fact i'm one of the most popular guys in my
yeshiva, but i always saw myself as "above" "time-wasting" because of my intimate relationship
with Information.

I'm always building new homes for my dear friend Information with the help of my other good
friends Leshoin Chachamim and Eit Sofer and my [extremely] right brained personality is
always getting me busy with different projects. The problem with all this is that I dedicate all my
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time to these inanimate friends while not leaving any time for my human friends. I do spend time
with my human friends, but i don't attribute them the same importance as to my inanimate
friends.

How can I balance my deep emotional needs for relationships with people and society, with my
imagination's need to be with my brain, nurture it and speak with it?

========================================================================
====

Re: Right Brained- all the way.
Posted by gibbor120 - 11 Jan 2012 18:10
_____________________________________

I took it again trying to be as honest as possible and got a 35.

========================================================================
====

Re: Right Brained- all the way.
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 11 Jan 2012 21:35
_____________________________________

37!!!!!!

(That's the sefira day of Gevura Shebyesod!!!!!!)

========================================================================
====

Re: Right Brained- all the way.
Posted by gibbor120 - 11 Jan 2012 22:15
_____________________________________

Gevura ShebYesod wrote on 11 Jan 2012 21:35:

37!!!!!!
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(That's the sefira day of Gevura Shebyesod!!!!!!)

 

Wow Cool!  ok, how many times did you take the test until it came to exactly 37? 

========================================================================
====

Re: Right Brained- all the way.
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 12 Jan 2012 00:35
_____________________________________

 Just once. And I probably should have scored even higher, but i tried to keep my answers
"conservative".

There are no coincidences. Ever.

i just saw this. On a paper towel!

"Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow."

========================================================================
====

Re: Right Brained- all the way.
Posted by tehillimzugger - 12 Jan 2012 13:01
_____________________________________

why r u guys taking that ridiculous test  ???

i stopped after question #31

========================================================================
====

Re: Right Brained- all the way.
Posted by gibbor120 - 12 Jan 2012 15:54
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_____________________________________

TehillimZugger wrote on 12 Jan 2012 13:01:

why r u guys taking that ridiculous test  ???

i stopped after question #31

 

Why did it take you 31 questions to decide that it was ridiculous? 

========================================================================
====

Re: Right Brained- all the way.
Posted by NeiroYair - 22 Jan 2012 02:12
_____________________________________

It pays to be a Tehillim Zugger! I just finished reading through the info about "fours" and while
there are some things that don't necessarily apply, for the most part I guess you were right. The
most compelling part was:

To be "ordinary" becomes a frightening prospect, since a sense of "being unique" feels
like one of the only stable building blocks of their identity.

Their disconnect from their parents also produces a longing for the "good parent"—the
person who will see them as they truly are and validate the self they are trying to
construct. Fours usually experience this as a longing for an ideal mate or partner. They
will often project this role onto new acquaintances, idealizing them and fantasizing about
the wonderful life they will have together. Unfortunately, as Fours get to know the person
better, they become disenchanted, realizing that the other is not the "good parent" who
will rescue them from all their problems. He or she is just another human being with
flaws and shortcomings. ....

 

    CONTINUED....
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Problems with Hostility and Despair

Like Twos and Threes, the other two personality types of the Feeling Center, Fours have
a problem with hostility. They direct their hostility at themselves because like the Twos
and Threes, Fours have rejected their real self in favor of an idealized self-image.
However, because of their self-awareness, Fours are always becoming conscious of all
of the ways in which they are not like their idealized self. They come to disdain many of
their real qualities which they see as barriers to becoming the self of their imagination.
Angry with themselves for being defective, Fours inhibit and punish themselves in the
many ways which we will see.

I see that if used correctly this personality trait can bring out the best change in life. I'm still a
little skeptical, though to the idea that we are all a bunch of categories and as I said in a
previous thread, I feel like it compromises our bechira, but I'll try to look into this further either
way.....Thanks Zuggs! 8)

========================================================================
====

Re: Right Brained- all the way.
Posted by tehillimzugger - 23 Jan 2012 11:21
_____________________________________

hey! i was officially nicknamed TZ

don't you change that!  >

========================================================================
====
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